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Hello, dear colleagues. My name is Anton. I work in the Institute of Atmospheric Optics in the Laboratory of Coherent and Adaptive Optics My supervisor is Phd V.V Lavrinov. I have been working on problems of adaptive optics in astronomy for 6 years. Today I will talk about adaptive optics in general and describe specific problems we face while working on horizontal atmospheric paths.
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Purpose:

Structure: 1. The main problem in adaptive optics
2. The main concept and components of adaptive optical systems
3. Some of the results of AO systems 
4. Examples and results of operating adaptive optical system on 

horizontal atmospheric paths
5. Conclusion and future works

To describe basic principles and components of the adaptive 
Optics (AO) and properties of the horizontal atmospheric path

The invention of the telescope, allowing a person to look into space, marked the beginning of a four-hundred-year period of amazing discoveries in astronomy. Mirror diameters of modern optical telescopes can be as wide as 10 meters. The greater the diameter of a mirror, the more light a telescope will collect and observe more distant objects. However, turbulent atmosphere distorts the images of astronomical objects. With increasing diameter of a telescope mirror distortions caused by the atmosphere reduce the quality of your images.
Why does it happen?
I present on this slide the basic information about the content of the presentation.




Main problem in Main problem in adaptive opticsadaptive optics  

Turbulence makes stars twinkle and spreads out light

Temperature fluctuations in small patches 
of air cause changes in the index of 
refraction (like many small lenses)

Blur

Point 
focus

Parallel light rays

Light rays affected by turbulence

The surface of the Earth heated by the Sun generates a large number of small vortices. They rise, mix, increase, and move with the wind.
Therefore, the atmosphere can be represented as a set of air lenses whose refractive index changes rapidly and unpredictably. As a result of these pseudo-lenses, the observed image of an object is distorted and twinkles
How to solve this problem?
One can raise a telescope higher, where turbulence is less. This solves the problem, but not completely. In our time, scientists have developed a new solution. They have developed optics that adapts to the atmosphere conditions. This is called adaptive optics.
What's the idea?



How does an adaptive optics work?How does an adaptive optics work?

Feedback loop: next cycle 
corrects the small errors 
of the last cycle

Scheme of  an adaptive optics system
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Prior to entering the atmosphere, the wave front is flat. After passing through the turbulent atmosphere the wavefront from a star is deformed and it look like a crumpled piece of paper. Adaptive optics is used to correct such distortions. To do this, we define distortions of some number of regions of the wave front. Then, using this data we form a mirror opposite the atmosphere distortions. As a result, the distorted light, reflected from the curved mirror, restores the initial shape which it had before passing through the turbulent atmosphere.



How to measure turbulent distortions

How to correct turbulent distortions

Shack-Hartmann wavefront 
sensor measures the local “tilt” 
of the wavefront and calculates 
an approximate wavefront

A Deformable mirror corrects 
optical aberrations in an 
adaptive optics systems using 
data from a wavefront sensor

Main components of adaptive opticsMain components of adaptive optics

As seen from the previous  slide the adaptive optics system has two main elements. A wavefront sensor that determines distortions. A deformable mirror, which corrects this distortions.



Adaptive optics systems in real telescopesAdaptive optics systems in real telescopes

Lick Observatory’s 3 m telescope

10 m Keck Telescope

      Adaptive optics 
package below 
the main mirror

Adaptive optics 
is here

Adaptive optics on the 5 m Hale telescope 
at the Palomar Observatory

Adaptive optics on real telescopes is shown in this slide. You can ask a question, isn’t it easier to put a telescope above the atmosphere in space? May be, yes. However, space telescopes are very expensive to construct and operate. They cost more than ground-based telescopes. Despite all the difficulties, adaptive optics is still much cheaper  than putting it into orbit. It should be added, that the means of adaptive optics not only reduce atmosphere effects, but also compensate distortions caused by other factors, such as the heat distortions of a mirror typical for space instruments.



Adaptive optics resultsAdaptive optics results

Neptune in infra-red light

Without adaptive optics With Keck adaptive optics

Uranus with the Hubble 
Space Telescope and 
Keck AO

HST, Visible

Keck AO, near IR

Canada France Hawaii Telescope

In this slide you can see some of the AO results. It is clear that  adaptive optics quality of the images of the observed objects. They are comparable in quality to the data from space observation instruments.



AO for horizontal atmospheric path’s AO for horizontal atmospheric path’s 

Optic scheme

Imaging system for 
horizontal 
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But if we try to apply the acquired knowledge and technical base on horizontal atmospheric paths, we will encounter serious difficulties that require the development of methods for correcting phase distortions of the wavefront when laser ligth propagates along horizontal paths through a turbulent atmosphere and a more thorough design development together with the optical scheme.
As an example, I will cite problems that we identified during the work on constructing a vision system for the horizontal atmospheric path. The vision system and its optical scheme are shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows an ideal and real working frame with a wavefront sensor. Central vignetting affects the quality of the subsequent correction. But when working on a real atmospheric path, we encountered intensity fluctuations in the plane of the wavefront sensor associated with the influence of atmospheric turbulence which further worsening the image received by the a wavefront sensor.
But despite some technical problems, a positive res



Future workFuture work

 Technical calculation of a two-stage adaptive Technical calculation of a two-stage adaptive 
optical systemoptical system

 Design a tilt sensor to control tip / tilt mirrorsDesign a tilt sensor to control tip / tilt mirrors

 A research of the efficiency of using AOS for a A research of the efficiency of using AOS for a 
small telescope on horizontal paths in image small telescope on horizontal paths in image 
systemssystems

We plan to deal with the problems of adaptive optics on horizontal atmospheric paths based on previous experience of the following work:
Technical calculation of a two-stage adaptive optical system.
Design of a tilt sensor to control tip / tilt mirrors.
A research of the efficiency of using AOS for a small telescope on horizontal paths in image systems



Thank you for attentionThank you for attention
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